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Of Creator and Creation: Some Observations  
on the Cosmogonical Conceptions  

in the Stela of Suty and Hor (BM EA826), 
Papyrus Leiden I 350,  
and the Hymn to Ptah  

of the “Great Harris Papyrus” (BM EA9999, 44)
Guilherme Borges PIRES  

The present paper constitutes a brief preliminary approach to the cosmogonical conceptions suggested by three New Kingdom 
texts: the stela of Suty and Hor (BM EA826), Papyrus Leiden I 350 and the Hymn to Ptah of the “Great Harris Papyrus”  
(BM EA9999, 44). Taking into account and discussing the phraseological repertoire attested in these sources, an attempt is 
made to understand two fundamental aspects: who is the Creator and what does he create. Thus, the first part deals with 
the identity of the Creator, namely, his names, attributes, and core features. The second considers the different beings and 
cosmic elements brought into existence by the demiurgic action. Throughout the paper, some commentaries are provided on 
the different methods performed by the Creator to succeed in his task, in the context of the New Kingdom religion as a whole.

Do Criador e da Criação: Apontamentos sobre Concepções Cosmogónicas na Estela de Suty e Hor (BM EA926), Papiro 
Leiden I 350 e no Hino a Ptah do “Grande Papiro Harris” (BM EA9999, 44) 
O presente artigo constitui uma breve abordagem preliminar às concepções cosmogónicas sugeridas em três textos do Império 
Novo: a estela de Suty e Hor (BM EA826), Papiro Leiden I 350 e o Hino a Ptah patente no “Grande Papiro Harris” (BM EA9999, 44).  
Tomando em consideração e discutindo o repertório fraseológico atestado nestas fontes, ensaia-se aqui uma tentativa de 
compreensão de dois aspectos fundamentais: quem é o Criador e o que é por este criado. Deste modo, a primeira parte trata 
da identidade do Criador, nomeadamente, os seus nomes, atributos e características principais. Num segundo momento do 
texto, consideram-se os diferentes seres e entidades cósmicos convocados à existência por intermédio da acção demiúrgica. 
No decorrer do artigo, apresentam-se alguns comentários e reflexões a respeito dos diferentes métodos adoptados pelo Criador 
para levar a cabo a sua tarefa, inscrevendo esta análise no contexto mais lato das crenças religiosas do Império Novo.

Keywords: New Kingdom, laudatory texts, self-creation, anthropogeny, theogony.
Palavras-chave: Império Novo, textos laudatórios, auto-criação, antropogonia, teogonia.
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The primary goal of my on-going PhD 
research is to gather and consider 

the phraseology attested in the religious hymns 
of the New Kingdom (ca. 1539−1077 BC)1 which 

refers explicitly to the creative process, that is, 
that sheds some light on the way the world came 
into existence. I intend to consider the com-
plex identity of the Creator deity who not only  

1 Unless otherwise stated, all dates are rendered according to Hornung, Krauss and Warburton 2006: 490–495.
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 Text 1:

dwA [Jmn] x[.f.]<t>f wb[n]=f m Hr-Ax.ty jn jmy-rA 
kA.wt n Jmn sw.ty jmy-rA kA.wt n Jmn Hr Dd.=sn jnD 
Hr.=k Ra nfr n ra nb wbn [dw]Aw n(n) jr.=f Abw xprj 
wrd m kA.wt

Adoring [Amun] when he rises as Horakhty by the 
overseer of the works of Amun, Suty, and by the 
oveerseer of the works of Amun, Hor. They say: 
“Greetings (to you), Ra, beauty of every day. You 
rise at dawn endlessly. Khepri, who tires (himself) 
with labours!”6  

 Indeed, the stela addresses the sun-god in his 
various forms.7 If in the first hymn, the deity is 
labelled as Amun, Horakhty, Ra and Khepri, 
the second one praises him in solar terms as well, 
namely, by addressing him as Aten:

 Text 2:

jnD Hr.=k jtn n hrw

Greetings (to you), sun-disk (.jtn) of the day8 

 The above-given translation corresponds to 
the way some scholars tend to translate it, that is, 
interpreting the world jtn as the Egyptian word 
for “(sun) disk” and not as the Amarna para-
mount deity’s name.9 This option may be based 

on the absence of a divine classifier in the writ-
ing of the name. Nevertheless, it should be not-
ed that this is not exclusive to the word jtn as 
every deity name in this textual composition 
lacks it as well and scholars still tend to trans-
late them as the various Gods’ names (Amun,  
Horakhty, Ra, Khepri, etc.). Thus, from a linguis-
tic point of view, it seems also possible to trans-
late jtn as “Aten” in this passage. One might even 
wonder on which grounds this apparent lack of 
a definite and solid criterion lies.10 However, the 
deity’s further characterization as a hawk (bjk) 
and a scarab (xprr) distances us from an all-so-
lar disk imagery through which the Amarna god 
is depicted, bearing in mind that this text ante-
dates Akhenaten’s reign. Therefore, a more neu-
tral and less-Amarna charged translation, given 
by “sun-disk”, seems to be more advisable. This 
aspect displays an affinity with religious concep-
tions and practices that started to emerge in the 
decades prior to Akhenaten’s reign, linked to the 
sun movement and light, a theological trend la-
beled by Assmann as “New Solar Theology”.11 
One of the first and most iconic attestations of 
this new religious feature would be precisely the 
stela of Suty and Hor.12 

reunites several names, roles, and attributes but 
also sets the different Cosmos’s components into 
being through the performance of distinct tasks. 
Thus, my research can be structured around 
three short core questions:

1) Who creates? (The identity of the Creator) 
2) What is created? (The creation’s outcomes) 
3) How is it created? (The processes, mecha-

nisms, and devices used by the Creator to 
achieve creation)

 This paper aims to apply this methodology to 
three particular texts:

1) The stela of Suty and Hor, dated from Amen-
hotep III’s reign (Eighteenth Dynasty, ca. 
1390−1353 BC);2 

2) Papyrus Leiden I 350, most probably com-
posed during the second half of Rameses II’s 
reign (Nineteenth Dynasty, ca. 1279−1213 BC);3 

3) The hymn to Ptah from the “Great Harris  
Papyrus”, most probably written towards the 
end of Rameses’ III reign (Twentieth Dynasty, 
ca. 1187−1157 BC).4 

 Therefore, I shall briefly consider the cosmog-
onical conceptions conveyed in these sources.  

Given the preliminary nature of the present 
work, the analysis will be mainly focused on the 
first two questions, that is, the Creator's identity 
and the outcomes of the creative task.

1 | The identity of the Creator 

1.1 | Stela of Suty and Hor 
 
 The hymnological text is attested in the first 
14 lines of the monument. According to some 
scholars, the stela contains two distinct hymns, 
addressed by the brothers Suty and Hor, over-
seers of the architectonical works by the time of 
Amenhotep III, to the solar deity. Should we ac-
cept this train of thought, the first hymn would 
praise Amun, despite the current lack of the de-
ity’s name, which was obliterated in the context 
of the Amun’s “persecution” during Amenho-
tep IV/Akhenaten’s reign (ca. 1353−1336 BC).5  
The clear identification of Amun as a solar deity 
is indicated by his association to Horakhty, from 
the very beginning of the laudatory inscription, 
which intends to praise the rising sun:

Nakht, found at TT 52 and probably dated to the reign of Thutmose IV, presented the title of its owner without the word 
Jmn (Davies 1917: pl. 28, 36–38, fig. 6, l. 2. This information is referent to the moment of the finding and the subsequent 
report produced by Davies in the context of the Metropolitan Museum of Art’s expedition given that the object, which 
was assigned to that institution, was lost when the steam-ship “Arabic” that transported it to New York “was sunk by a 
submarine off the Irish coast in the summer of 1915” (Davies 1917: 35, n. 2)). Thus, whereas it is possible that a selected 
deletion took place in the damages caused to the Suty and Hor’s monument, conclusions on this regard remain tentative, 
as a broader scope of texts should be taken into consideration. Moreover, since the Nakht’s inscription is no longer 
available, it is impossible to ascertain whether the worshipper’s title originally bore a divine classifier or not.

6 BM EA826, 1–2.

7 Lichtheim 2006: 86.

8 BM EA826, 8.

9 Barucq and Daumas 1980: 189–“Salut à toi, disque du jour”; Assmann 1999: 21–“Gegrüssest seiest du, Sonne des Tages”.

10 This was the option picked by Lichtheim (2006: 87): “Hail to you, Aten of daytime”. Foster (1995: 57) opts for a 
certain textual ambiguity, presenting both solutions in his translation: “Hail to you, Aton, Sun-disk of day”.

11 Assmann 1999: 102–132.

12 Assmann 1999: 9.

2 BM EA826. The bibliography dealing with this document is a quite extensive one. The hieroglyphic text can be found 
in Edwards 1939: 24–25, pl. 21; Varille 1942: 25–30; and Urk IV: 1943–1946. Further translations and commentaries 
on this source include but are not limited to: Breasted 1934: 275–277; Sainte Fare Garnot 1949: 63–68; Wilson 1950: 
367–368; Stewart 1957: 3–5; Stewart 1966: 53–55; Fecht 1967: 25–50; Barucq and Daumas 1980: 187–191; Foster 1995: 
56–58; Murnane 1995: 27–28; Assmann 1999: 210–213; Shubert 2004: 143–165; Lichtheim 2006: 86–89; Baines and 
McNamara 2007: 63–79; Guylas 2009: 113–131.

3 After Gardiner’s (1905: 12–60) publication of the hymn, the text was edited by Zandee (1947), remaining, until present, 
the main publication regarding this composition, which has been largely translated and discussed. See, among others: 
Erman 1923: 363–373; Wilson 1950: 368–369; Roeder 1959–1961: 282–301; Oswalt 1968: 196–219; Barucq and Daumas 
1980: 206–229; Assmann 1995: 159; Foster 1995: 68–79; Mathieu 1997: 109–152; Assmann 1999: 132–142.

4 Papyrus Harris I = Papyrus BM EA9999, 44. The two fundamental editions are Erichsen 1933: 49, pl. 44, 2–8 and 
Grandet 1994: II, pl. 44. Further translations can be verified at: Roeder 1959–1961: 49–50; Barucq and Daumas 1980: 
388–389; Foster 1995: 198–110; Assmann 1999: 447–448; Breasted 2001: 162–163.

5 However, it is interesting to notice that the name of Amun is only damaged when it is alluding to a praised deity, having 
been kept intact in the presentation of the titles held by the worshippers. It looks as if the deity’s name, the word Jmn, 
would only menace the Amarna order when being explicitly rendered as a god. This fact seems even more relevant should 
we consider that none of the attestations of the word Jmn in the below quoted passage bears a divine classifier. Nevertheless, 
one should not extrapolate this as a general rule, as instances where Jmn is erased in titles have been attested. The stela of 
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 The solar presentation of the adored deity is 
also endorsed by the reference to sun-related ani-
mals, such as the falcon or the scarab:

 Text 3:

bjk aA sAb-Sw.t 
xprr sTs sw Ds=f

Great falcon, dapple-plumed
Scarab who himself raises himself!13 

 The lack of a divine classifier and the duplica-
tion of the consonant “r” might point out into an 
animal understanding of the Demiurge, here en-
visaged as a “scarab/beetle” (xprr),14 and not to 
the name of the god Khepri, although it would 
also fit in this context.15 One might also consid-
er the hypothesis of an ambiguity deliberately 
sought by the scribe, as this feature overarches 
the entire composition. The persistent absence of 
divine classifiers in this text raises further trans-
lational and interpretative problems when essay-
ing the Demiurge’s nature. In the second hymn, 
the god is described as:

 Text 4:

nbj n omA sAtw 
Xnmw Jmn (Hn)mm.wt

jTj tA.wy m aA r nDs 
mw.t Ax.t nTr.w rmT.w
Hmw wAH-jb

Modeler of what the soil produces
Khnum and Amun of the Humanity
Who seizes the Two Lands from great to small
Glorious mother of gods and humans
Craftsman with a patient heart16 

 Despite the translation previously rendered, 
one should consider an alternative one, where 
mw.t would not be understood as the Egyptian 
term for “mother” but instead as the name of 
Mut, the Amun’s spouse in the Theban triad. In-
deed the lack of divine classifier should not pre-
vent us from such a translation, given that that 
two male gods’ names mentioned right before 
do not display it neither17 and they still tend to 
be translated as the deities’ names and not as 
verbal forms or nouns relating to “protecting/
protection” or “concealment/concealing”.18 Si-
multaneously, one might wonder whether this 
passage serves to point out a simultaneity of ma-
ternal and paternal features, performed by an 
all-encompassing creator deity. 
 The “New Solar Theology” would also focus 
its attention on the unitary nature of the divine, 

13 BM EA826, 8–9.

14 Wb III, 267.5–6,9.

15 Despite its appropriateness, xpr(j) would be a more suitable spelling to convey the god’s name, rather than xprr. 
Lichtheim (2006: 87), Foster (1995: 57) and Assmann (1999: 211) seem to corroborate this view, translating this 
particular word as “Beetle”, “Scarab”, and “Käfer”, respectively. Barucq and Daumas (1980: 189), on the contrary, 
render it as a participal form –“venu à l’existence”. However, given that the previous verse presents the god via an 
animal metaphor (bjk, “falcon”), it makes sense contextually to allude to another animal in the following one.

16 BM EA826, 10–11.

17 It is important to bear in mind that classifiers alone do not unequivocally suffice to support one meaning of a given 
word over another. In fact, the same word might be written with or without these elements in the same text, without 
necessarily pointing to a shift in meaning. In that sense, Egyptian classifiers cannot be envisaged as a clear-cut 
classifying or ordering system (Meeks 2012: 517–518). That is not to say, however, that they should not be taken into 
consideration when approaching a word within a sentence or a phraseological context. This issue is here evoked to 
point out the inconsistency when translating the words mw.t. Xnmw and jmn, as the first is systematically interpreted 
as the word “mother” and the following two are generally understood as gods’ names, despite the fact that none of 
them bears a divine classifier, which ultimately could indicate that other translations are possible as well.

18 For an overview on how different scholars have been rendering this particular passage see Shubert 2004: 156–157.

the most fundamental theological issue of the 
New Kingdom, which most radical resolution at-
tempt would be observed in the Amarna Period, 
according to Assmann.19 Indeed, epithets con-
nected to divine uniqueness are present in the 
hymns of Suty and Hor:

 Text 5:

wa Hr xw.=f sbb nHH 

Unique in this kind, who traverses the nHH-time  
[= eternity]20 

 This oneness is also connected to another fun-
damental attribute of the Creator that starts 
emerging in the hymnology of this period–his 
primordiality:

 Text 6:

pAwty tA.wy

Primeval one of the Two Lands!21 

 These aspects of uniqueness, oneness, and  
primordiality were deeply developed and ex-
plored in Ramesside times, as attested by Papyrus  
Leiden I 350.

1.2 | Papyrus Leiden I 350  

 The first striking aspect of this textual com-
position is its non-conformity to the traditional 
structure of the hymns, that is, a title provided by 
an infinite verbal form (dwA X jn Y, “Adoring X 

by Y”) followed by a second part introduced by 
the formula jnD Hr=k, “Greetings (to you)”.22 In-
stead it is subdivided in distinct chapters (literal-
ly, “dwellings”, Hw.t-mH.t) which numbers estab-
lish a phonetic alliteration with the first and last 
words of each of the subsections, creating inter-
esting puns between numbers and words/mean-
ings. It is a rather complex textual production, 
form and content-wise, that presents the Creator 
through a broad set of names, titles and epithets 
whose global perception is often difficult to trace 
and fully apprehend.
 The Creator’s oneness, uniqueness, and su-
premacy over the other deities attested in the  
stela of Suti and Hor are here clearly mentioned 
as well:

 Text 7:

pA nTr wsr bA.w r nTr.wº 
mj ntf pw pA wa wawº 
nTry jmn rn=f jmy nTr 8/xmn

The god of more powerful bA’s than those of the 
(other) godsº
Because he is the one who remains uniqueº
Divine, whose name is hidden among the Eight 
Gods (Ogdoad?)º23

 Further expressions are brought to emphasize 
the god’s ontological superiority and power over 
the other beings, including the divine ones, name-
ly, “Lord of the lords” (nb nb.w) (text 25), “great 
god” (nTr aA),24 “Lord of All” (nb r Dr) (text 29) 
and “beautiful power” (sxm nfr).25 This feature is 

19 Assmann 1995: 2. On the unicity of the Creator in the New Kingdom see, namely, Assmann 2015: 137–163.

20 BM EA826, 3.

21 BM EA826, 12.

22 Allen 2001: 147–148. On the typical patterned structure of the religious hymns see Barucq 1962: 24–37 and Meeks 
2000: 9–23.

23 pLeiden I 350, II, 1–2.

24 pLeiden I 350 II, 10. On this particular epithet —nTr aA, “great/greatest god”— see Baines 1983: 13–28.

25 pLeiden I 350 II, 27. In pLeiden I 350 IV, 11, the god’s beauty and power are once again linked: “Powerful one whose 
birth is secret, who created his beauty” (sxm StA msw.t omA nfrw..=f.).
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strengthened by allusions to the god’s cosmi-
cal anteriority and ancestry. He is depicted as a “ 
Primeval/Primordial” (pAwty)26 or an “Old/Aged” 
entity (text 11), who “inaugurated existence”:

 Text 8: 

Hw.t-mH.t 100/S.tº 
SAa xprw m sp tpyº 

Chapter 100º
The one who inaugurated the existence on the First 
Timeº27

 The beginning of the hundredth chapter at-
tests thus the aforementioned number/world 
gameplay, here displayed through the phonetic 
alliteration between the number 100 (S.t) and the 
verb “to begin, to inaugurate, to start” (SAa),28 in 
order to render the Creator as the one who was 
present at the First Time (sp tpy), that is, the mo-
ment when the creative motion was set into ac-
tion.29  
 According to some scholars, the identification 
of the god as the Creator immediately connotes 

a solar nature.30 Indeed, the deity is identified 
with distinct solar deities such as Horakhty,31 
Ra (texts 11 and 13), Atum (text 29), or even the 
Aten/sun disk.32 Notwithstanding these evident 
and immanent features, the Creator is able to re-
main concealed. The notorious wordplay be-
tween Amun (Jmn) as a deity’s name and the ad-
jective/verb for “hidden/to hide” (.jmn) given by 
a homonymous word,33 enables the god’s pres-
entation as a mysterious entity:

 Text 9:

sStA D.t.=k m-m wr.wº 
jmn.n[=k] tw m Jmn m-HAt nTr.wº 

Mysterious was your body among the Great ones 
[= the gods?]º
(You) have hidden yourself as Amun,34 ahead of 
the godsº35 

 The god is the one whose “shape/nature may 
not be known” (nn rx.tw ojw=f.) (text 26). This 
mysterious existence is once again suggested in 
the beginning of  “chapter 200”:

26 The god is qualified as “Primordial” (pAwty) at least twice in this text: pLeiden I 350, III,1; IV, 14 (text 29).

27 pLeiden I 350, IV, 9. The same idea is conveyed elsewhere: ntf nb r Dr SAa wnn.t, “He is the Lord of Totality, who 
inaugurated existence” (pLeiden I 350, IV, 15).

28 Wb 4, 406.4–9. 

29 On the origins of this expression, which seems absent from both the Pyramid and the Coffin Texts see Bickel 1994: 
56–59.

30 Vernus 1995: 69; Bickel 1998: 167.

31 pLeiden I 350, II, 16.

32 pLeiden I 350, III, 1. The writing of the word jtn with a divine classifier (G7) may point into a translation 
where the deity’s name—Aten—is rendered rather than a mere mention to the sun disk. However, the reference 
to the sun rays and the fact that we are dealing with a post-Amarna text might indicate a divinized sun 
disk that is not necessarily pinpointed as Aten, the main god of the Amarna theology. That is possibly the 
reason that motivated some scholars to translate jtn as “sun disk” in this particular instance (Barucq and 
Daumas 1980: 217; Foster 1995: 72). One should bear in mind that a possible ambiguity might have been  
intended.

33 Which seems to be the matter in the above quoted passage from pLeiden I 350, II, 1–2 (text 7).

34 A clear distinction between the name of the god and the verbal form was intended here, as the latter is written with 
the “hide” classifier (A5) whereas the former includes the divine classifier (G7). For this reason, we opted for a 
capitalization of the god’s name (Jmn) in the transliteration.

35 pLeiden I 350, III, 23–24.

 Text 10:

Hw.t-mH.t 200º
StA.w xpr.w tHn jr.wº 
nTr bjAyt aSA.w xpr.wº

Chapter 200º 
The one of mysterious manifestations, of sparkling 
formsº
Miraculous god, of numerous existencesº36 

 The deity is a manifold cosmic entity, congre-
gating in his own corporeality and identity, vari-
ous divine entities: 

 Text 11:

psD.t dmD=tj Haw=kº 
tj.t.=k nTr nb smA.w m D.t=kº 
bsy.=k tpy SAa=k Dr-aº 
Jmn jmn rn=f r nTr.wº 
jAw tnj r nnº 
tA-tnn nbj.w [sw] Ds=f m PtHº
sAH.w Ha.w.=f xmnywº
xaw m Ra m Nnw wHm=f rnpyº

The Ennead is united in your bodyº
Every god is an image of you, united with your 
body [= essence]º
You revealed yourself first, you inaugurated the  
beginningº
Amun, whose name is hidden from the godsº
The Old one, older than theseº
Tatenen who fashioned himself by himself in Ptahº

The toenails of his body are the Ogdoadº
Who has appeared as Ra in the Nun in order to  
rejuvenateº37 

 The author of the text seems to have attempt-
ed a synthesis of this complex demiurgic identi-
ty, summarizing it in a very well-known passage:

 Text 12:

Hw.t-mH.t 300º 
3/xmt pw nTr.w nb.wº 
Jmn Ra PtH nn snnw.=snº 
jmn rn=f m Jmnº 
ntf Ra m Hr D.t.=f PtHº

Chapter 300º
Three is every godº38 
Amun, Ra and Ptah, with no-one equal to themº
Who hides his name as Amunº
He is Ra in the face, and his body is Ptahº39 

 The presence of the male singular third person 
suffix pronoun (f.) and the individuation of the 
being’s features points into a mono-unity rath-
er than a three-god reality. The utmost god is 
identified with the three principal deities of the 
New Kingdom’s pantheon, which serves to ex-
alt him as the supreme god, the “unique”40 one 
despite his plurality of manifestations and exist-
ences. His identity, whilst remaining singular, is 
composite, which integrates various human, ani-
mal,41 and divine aspects, attributes, and figures. 

36 pLeiden I 350, IV, 12.

37 pLeiden I 350, IV, 1–3.

38 As noted by Pascal Vernus (1994: 325–326) this sentence is an instance of a “prédication de classe” that indicates that 
every god is a triad, that is, that every god is subsumed in one group of three gods, which is not the equivalent to 
say that the mathematical sum of all existing gods equates three: “Une telle phrase ne signifie pas littéralement que 
la somme algébrique de tous les dieux est égale à trois, mais, plus exactement, que tous les dieux sont identifiés par 
renvoi à la classe constitué par les groupes de trois”.

39 pLeiden I 350, IV, 21–22.

40 The adjective wa(w), “one/unique” may be verified in distinct sections of this text, for instance, pLeiden I 350, II, 2 
(text 7); and III, 2.

41 Throughout this textual composition, the Creator is identified with several animals, such as the falcon, the lion, the crocodile or 
the bull. The latter is particularly relevant in the expression “Bull of His Mother” (kA mwt.=f) which appears at least three times 
in the text (pLeiden I 350, III, 25; IV, 27; IV, 15). On the importance and meaning of this expression see Roth 1999: 193–197.
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The above-quoted excerpt may thus be regard-
ed through the lens of what Erik Hornung has 
famously coined as the “One” and the “Many” 
when referring to the complexity of the Egyptian 
religious system.42 
 In spite of a multi-faced Creator’s identity in 
this text, he always remains male in grammati-
cal gender. Nevertheless, he is displayed in both 
paternal and maternal terms in a less ambiguous 
way than the Suty and Hor’s text: 

 Text 13:

jr jd.t sxprw mTmº
SAa=f nDmy.t r nfry.tº
hj=f Amm=f nn wn jd.tº
xaw m Ra m Nnw ms ntt jwttº
jt jt.w mw.t mw.wtº

(He) who has made the vulva/uterus, bringing life 
to the phallusº
He inaugurated the mating with young womenº
He behaved like a husband with his fist when there 
was no vulva yetº
He who has appeared as Ra in the Nun and gives 
birth to what it is and to what it is notº
Father of the fathers (and) mother of the mothersº43 

 Even if this passage might at first lead into a 
non-binary gender understanding of the dei-
ty, that perspective shall be questioned and nu-
anced. This excerpt credits Amun with a sexual 
act that enabled his existence, in what is a plau-
sible allusion to the demiurgic masturbation that 
might be traced back to the Pyramid Texts,44 as 
well as with the settlement of the procreative act 
that allows human beings to reproduce them-
selves. Existence is thus perpetuated through bio-
logical processes handled under the god’s sphere. 
Amun is regarded as an all-encompassing fig-
ure whose creative intervention extends up to the 
limits of the non-existent itself, being located at a 
liminal place.45 Simultaneously, there is no gen-
der ambiguity in the divine portrait: he is a male 
(“husband”) who allegedly grasps his phallus 
in order to achieve orgasm and therefore procre-
ate, without the intervention of a female repro-
ductive organ. It might be argued that the use 
of the verb msj connotes the deity with a female 
task and thus suggests a certain androgyny which 
would be reinforced or clarified with the expres-
sion “Father of the fathers (and) mother of the 
mothers”, which is not exclusive from this text.46  

42 Hornung 2005.

43 pLeiden I 350, V, 1–4.

44 Namely, PT 527: Dd mdj tm pw xpr m jwsAw jr=f m Jwnw wd.n=f Hnn=f m xfa=f ir=f nDmmt jm=f ms(w) sAty snty Sw Hna Tfnwt 
- “Recitation: Atum is the one who came into being as one who came (with penis) extended in Heliopolis. He put 
his penis in his fist so that he might make orgasm with it, and the two twins were born, Shu and Tefnut” (See Allen 
2005: 164). For other sources covering the masturbatory motif, attested from the Old Kingdom until the Ptolemaic 
Period, see Orriols-Llonch 2012: 31.

45 This might be linked to what Pascal Vernus (2011: 175–197) has coined as “les jachères du Demiurge”. In fact, 
although the genesis was performed by the Demiurge, he did not complete the creation. There remains a latent space 
of virtualities and potentialities left to develop, waiting for their accomplishment, but in which the supreme deity is 
already present. According to the same scholar, that constitutes an argument for the openness and non-canonicity 
that characterizes the Egyptian civilization as whole (Vernus 2016: 318–319).

46 Further attestations of the “mother/father” (and vice-versa) motif in the religious hymns of the New Kingdom, 
which seems to have started around the time of Thutmose III (ca. 1479−1425 BC), include: Chicago E14053, 8–10 
(Assmann 1983, 228); TT 192 (3), 10 (The Epigraphic Survey 1980: 35–37, pl. 14–15); Short Hymn to Aten, col. 4 
(Davies 1903, pl. XXXVII; Davies 1906, 27–30, pl. XVI, XXIII, XXIX, XXXII-XXXIII, XL, XLIII; Sandman 1938: 
10–16; Grandet 1995: 121–133, 153–159); TT 106 (3), 16–17 (Assmann 1983: 152); TT 387 (1), 6 (Assmann 1983: 362); 
Papyrus Leiden I 344 verso, II, 1–5 (Zandee 1992: 65–77); and Ostracon Cairo 25209 (Erman 1900: 30–33; Daressy 
1901: 41, pl. XXXVIII). The author is currently preparing a paper where this phraseology shall be discussed.

However, we should bear in mind the polysemy 
covered by this word, which also comprehends 
more general creative notions such as “to fashion” 
or merely “to create”.47 Apparently, a translation 
like “He who appears as Re in the Nun and cre-
ates/fashions what it is and what it is not” is still 
possible. This is even more relevant if we take into 
consideration that the verb msj is here graphed 
without the woman giving birth hieroglyph (B3./
B4),48 which is often employed as classifier to that 
verb when a sense of “giving birth” is intended. 
Hence, I would argue that the “mother/father” 
metaphor is here applied in order to portray the 
ancestral and primordial nature of the Creator de-
ity,49 and not necessarily to cover an androgynous 
imagery per se, as it has been posited.50 
 Simultaneously, the “father/mother” motif 
might also be used to present the Creator as a 
caretaker and a provider, who sustains what he 
has generated,51 who keeps alive every being, 
providing the air to the nose;52 he is the very “life 
of the Ennead”.53 The Creator is thus a sustainer 
who has authority over the Cosmos:

 Text 14:

xaw Hr nst.=f r dd jb=f.º 
HoA.n.=f ntt nb.t pAy.=f [...]º 
Ts.n=f nsy.t nHH nfryt-r D.t smn m nb waº

Who has appeared in his throne according to the 
wish of his heartº

He governed over everything with his [power?]º
He knotted (himself to?) the kingship, from the 
nHH-time to the D.t-time [= forever and ever] estab-
lished as the sole Lordº54 

 Despite his soleness in ruling over the world, 
the Creator delegates this task in a human fig-
ure to govern over the terrestrial domain in his 
name: the pharaoh. In a reciprocal relationship, 
the latter may as well take the role of the wor-
shipper who praises the Creator for everything 
he has performed, which is the case with the text 
we are about to consider.

1.3 | Hymn to Ptah from the “Great Harris 
Papyrus” 

 This textual composition is the least extensive 
of the three considered in this paper. It serves as 
an introduction to the list of accomplishments 
performed by Rameses III, the narrator of the 
text, in the Memphite sanctuary dedicated to 
Ptah. According to Grandet, the papyrus would 
have been displayed at Medinet Habu at the time 
of the deceased monarch’s burial, so that clergy 
and administration individuals could read it.55 
 In accordance with Ptah’s theology, the god is 
here identified with Tatenen, being presented as 
the tutelary deity of Memphis. In that regard, he 

47 Wb 2, 137.4–138.17. In the latter sense, the verb could be used as a synonym of other generic creative ones such as jrj 
or omA.

48 Although one should keep in mind the possibility that is connected to the script in which the text was written, 
hieratic, where some classifiers are sometimes replaced by a single stroke, as seems to be here the case.

49 Barucq 1962: 178.

50 Mathieu 1997: 180.

51 msy=f ntt rdj=f anx=sn (pLeiden I 350, IV, 7–8).

52 sanx wn.t hh=f TAw r fnd nb (pLeiden I 350, V, 22–23).

53 nTr aA anx n psD.t (pLeiden I 350, II, 10).

54 pLeiden I 350, IV, 4–5.

55 Grandet 1994: 147.
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is the father of both the pharaoh himself and the 
(other) deities: 

 Text 15:

Dd jn nswt (wr-mAat-Ra mry-Imn)| pA nTr aA xr jt.=f 
nTr pn Spsy PtH-aA rsy-jnb=f nb anx-tA.wy tA-tnn jt 
nTr.w oA-Sw.ty spd ab.wy nfr-Hr Hry s.t wr.t 

Said by the king (Usermaatra-Meryamun)|, the 
great god, to his father, this noble god, Ptah-the-
Great, the one who is at the south of his wall, lord 
of Ankhtawy, Tatenen, father of the gods, with the 
elevated twin plumes, with sharp horns, handsome 
of face, who is upon his Great Throne 56

 In this laudatory text, Ptah is depicted 
through attributes and epithets that portray a 
link to the solar creator gods we have been re-
ferring to, namely, his oldness and greatness. In 
that sense, he is a Primeval god, responsible for 
existence’s beginning:

 Text 16:

jnD Hr.=k wr.=tw tnj<.t>=tw tA-tnn jt.=f nTr.w nTr 
wr n sp tpy od rmT.w jr nTr.w SAa xprw m P.Awty tpy 
xprw n jy.t nb Hr-sA=f jr p.t m omA.n jb=f

Greetings (to you), you are great, you are elder!  
Tatenen, father of the gods! The great god of the 
First Time, who has built the human beings, who 
has made the gods, who inaugurated existence as a 
primordial god! The first one to have come into ex-
istence in regard to everything that came after him. 
(He is the one) who made the sky as a creation of 
his heart!57 

 It is worth noting that the phraseology used in 
this hymn is extremely similar to the one attested 

in the sun god’s praising texts. Ptah is, just like 
Amun(-Ra), depicted in terms of greatness, old-
ness, ancestry, and primordiality, having acted 
at the genesis and set the world into being. He 
superintends over both individual and cosmic 
time, destiny, and life:

 Text 17:

nb anx sro Hty (r)djA T.Aw r fnd nb sanx Hr-nb(.w) 
m kA.w.=f aHa SAy rnn.t r-x.t.=f anx.=tw m pry.t n 
r[A]=f jr Htp.w n nA nTr.w nb.w m xprj.=f n Nwn-wr 
nb nHH D.t r-xt.=f T.Aw n anx n Hr-nb

Lord of life, who makes the throats breathe, who 
provides every nose with air, who makes every-
one live from his food,58 on whose dependence 
are lifetime, destiny, and fortune. One lives from 
what comes out of his mouth! He makes the of-
ferings for every god in his manifestation as Nun, 
the Great, lord of the nHH-time, on whose de-
pendence is the D.t-time Breath of life for every-
one!59 

 The accumulation of the caretaking and 
life-providing attributes would immediately con-
note a solar nature for Ptah. As previously stat-
ed, some scholars argue that a solar character is a 
sine qua non condition for the attestation of a cre-
ative deity.60 Nevertheless, in the above-quoted 
passage there seems to be a clear distinction be-
tween Ptah and the solar deity, Ra, who travers-
es the Duat, that is, the underworld, created by 
Ptah. The spheres of action seem to be differen-
tiated and individualized. In the rest of the text, 
there seems to be no explicit rendering of the 
Memphite deity as a solar one. He is never said 
to be Ra, Atum, Khepri or Amun or any other 

56 BM EA9999, 44, 2–3.

57 pBM EA9999, 44, 3–4.

58 This epithet is attested in relation to Happy in the Gebel el-Silsila steles (Barguet 1952, 51, 1.2; 58–59), reenforcing 
the intimate connection between Ptah and the flood/Nun that seems to be in question in this text.

59 pBM EA9999, 44, 6–7.

60 Vernus 1995: 69; Bickel 1998: 167.

sun-related god. In that sense, one might won-
der whether the assertion that describes a cos-
mogonical deity being necessarily interconnect-
ed to the depiction of a solar god corresponds 
more to an Egyptological assumption rather 
than an intrinsic Egyptian conception.
 In any case, regardless of one’s acceptance or 
not of the idea that the Creator is undoubtedly 
and unquestionably solar, he is always respon-
sible for the origin of the different cosmos’ ele-
ments. Various are the outcomes of the demiur-
gic task.

2 | The Outcomes of Creation 

2.1 | Stela of Suty and Hor 

 In many New Kingdom religious hymns, the 
first result of the genesis act is the own self-cre-
ated Demiurge: the Creator is the first creature. 
In the stela of Suty and Hor, the mention to the 
god’s self-creation follows the initial addressing 
to the adored deity in the first hymn:

 Text 18:

ptH.tw nbj.=k Ha.w.=k 
mss jwty ms.tw.=f 

You are a sculptor, you fashion your (own) body 
(out of gold)
Childbearer/Modeler who is not born/modeled61 

 Once more, the consistent lack of classifiers 
hampers the translation of this text. Firstly, the 
word ptH with no further classifier induces a pos-
sible premeditated ambiguity between the god 
Ptah and the noun “sculptor”.62 This persistent 
absence also channels the way into diverse inter-
pretations regarding the second element of the 
above-quoted passage, as msj and related words 
may refer to both a biological process —“to give 
birth, to bear”— or a more artisanal one —“to 
model”.63 Whilst the latter would fit in a manu-
al and crafted conception of the self-genesis, the 
former would serve to amplify and diversify the 
utilized narratives and devices in order to convey 
that paramount cosmogonical moment. Both 
solutions seem to be possible, linguistically and 
subject wise.
 The verb msj is again used in reference to 
the Demiurge’s self-creation in the second 
hymn. However, in this instance this cosmog-
onical action is rendered through the verb 
xpr, “to assume/taking a shape; to come into  
existence”:64 

 Text 19:

xprr sT.s sw Ds.=f xpr Ds.=f jwty ms.tw.=f

Scarab who has raised himself up by himself, who 
comes into existence by himself, without having 
been born65 

 The verb sT.s articulated with the pronoun sw 
evokes the self-elevation of the Demiurge from 

61 BM EA826, 3.

62 Barucq and Daumas (1980: 188) interpret ptH as “le Sculpteur”. Foster (1995: 56) harmonizes with this perspective: 
“Fashioner of yourself”. Assmann (1999: 210), on the contrary, prefers to translate this passage as “Du bist ein Ptah”. 
Barucq and Daumas (1990: 188, [b]) argue against this option, as that should be covered by ntk PtH. The scholars suggest 
instead that ptH is a past particle of the verb ptH, “to mold/to sculpture”. However, further problems arise as this verb is 
only known from later sources (Wb 1, 565). Lichtheim (2006: 87) presents a more neutral option: “Self-made”.

63 Foster (1995: 56) and Assmann (1999: 210) opt for the former, whereas Barucq and Daumas (1980: 188) prefer the 
latter. Lichtheim (2006: 87) seems to circumvent the problem by simply translating as “Creator uncreated”.

64 Wb 3, 260.7–264.15; Vernus and Yoyotte 2005: 442.

65 BM EA826, 9.
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the primeval Ocean, where all the matter was 
already present in a latent state.66 Simultane-
ously, it is not necessarily clear whether this ex-
cerpt refers to a creatio prima —the actual gene-
sis— or a creatio continua, that is, the continuing 
(re-)creation and reenacting of the Cosmos via 
the daily emergence of the sun deity.67 Choos-
ing the former or the latter has implications 
for the translations. While some scholars, such 
as Assmann,68 translate the above-quoted pas-
sage using present verbal forms, which suggests 
a creatio continua understanding, others opt 
for past or participial ones,69 tending thus to a  
creatio prima interpretation. Assmann’s view 
harmonizes with the statement that hymns 
coming from the New Solar Theology, includ-
ing the one we are dealing with, do not make 
a distinction between these two creation reali-
ties.70 The picture is even more complex provid-
ed that sp tpy, the “First Time”, may occasional-
ly designate the repetition of the creation given 
by the daily appearance of the sun in the New  
Kingdom.71 
 Whether referring to a single occasion or a 
repetitive process, the demiurgical self-gen-
esis is addressed a third time in the text, now 
with the more general verb jrj, “to make; to  
create”:72  

 Text 20:

pAwty tA.wy jrj sw Ds=f

The Primordial of the Two Lands who made him-
self (by himself)73 

 This self-generated being is the author of the 
diverse elements that constitute the Cosmos, as 
stated by the following verse:

 Text 21:

mAA jry.=f nb wa

Who sees everything he has made, (being) alone74 

 Specifications and individuations of this 
“everything” are attested in the text. Anthropo-
geny, that is, the creation of the human beings, is 
mentioned twice in the text, both in the second 
hymn. Firstly, at the very beginning of the text, 
the Demiurge is presented not only as the hu-
mankind generator but also as the one who pro-
vides what is required for their subsistence:

 Text 22:

jnD Hr.=k jtn n hrw 
omA tm.w jr anx=sn

Hail to you, sun disk of the day
Who creates those who do not exist/human  
beings/everything and makes them live!75 

66 Vernus and Yoyotte 2005: 442.

67 On the distinction between these two concepts see, among others: Knigge 2006: 67–70.

68 Assmann 1999: 211.

69 Barucq and Daumas 1980: 189; Foster 1995: 57; Lichtheim 2006: 87.

70 Assmann 1995: 80.

71 Bickel 1994: 59, 79. 

72 Wb 1, 108.5–112.11.

73 BM EA826, 12.

74 BM EA826, 13. Assmann (1999: 212) renders this particular passage in the past: “der alles sieht, was er geschaffen 
hat, als er allein war”. This option indicates that the Creator performed his deeds while being alone, which seem to 
be under the sphere of a creatio prima rather than a creatio continua one.

75 BM EA826, 8.

  The polysemy of the term tm.w, which might 
indicate “humankind” but also expressions of 
totality - “everything”,76 has led to different un-
derstandings of this passage by scholars.77 How-
ever, the expression “makes them live” clearly re-
mits to living beings, which argues in favor of a 
human-related translation. 
 The second alleged instance of the anthropo-
genic act in this text is not exempted from is-
sues either. As previously discussed, it is not clear 
if the word Xmnw in Text 4 is to be understood 
in reference to the god Khnum, a verb or even 
a noun.78 In any case, it seems that the Human-
kind is here said to be created out of a manual 
and artisanal process, by a craftsman who super-
intends over everything and never ceases to be 
vigilant towards his creation. He shapes the soil 
products, and his heart is a “patient” one. His ea-
gerness to protect both “gods and humans”, a 
task here linked to a feminine profile, makes him 
a “shepherd” who leads his “flock”, being a ref-
uge which vivifies the ones he takes care of.79 Al-
though the gods are also under the protective 
sphere of the supreme deity, even being men-
tioned before the humans, there is no explicit 
reference to theogony, that is, the creation of the 
gods, in the stela of Suty and Hor. Simultane-
ously, the text is also sparse in mentions to the or-
igins of other world elements beings, namely, an-
imals and plants, a relatively common feature in 
the New Kingdom’s hymnology.
 Nevertheless, the Creator is appointed, if not 
to the creation per se, at least to the regulation of 

cosmic realities, such as time, more specifically, 
its passing. Indeed, the solar deity’s daily voyage 
structures time:

 Text 23:

hrw kt Hpt=k wA.t 
jtrw m HH.w Hfn.w
A.t hrw nb Xr.=k
sbj=s Htp=k 
km n=k wnw.wt grH mjtt 
gsgs.n=k sw n(n) xpr Abw m kA.wt.=k

(In) a short day you run a way
of millions and thousands of jtr.w80 
Each day is a moment to you,
passing as you set.
The hours of the night are accomplished for you as 
well
You have ordered it with no ceasing in your 
work81  

 Likewise, the seasons’ succession and their re-
spective weather are a consequence of the sun’s 
movement, which decides on climate conditions 
according to his will:

 Text 24:

wbn m p.t xprw m Ra
jrj=f tr.w Abd.w
hh mrj=f
obb mrj=f

Who rises in the sky, manifest in Ra
He makes the seasons into months
Heat as he wishes
Cold as he wishes82 

76 Wb 5, 307.7–16.

77 Barucq and Daumas (1980: 189) and Assmann (1999: 211) translate as “hommes” and “Menschheit”, respectively, whereas 
Foster (1995: 57) and Lichhteim (2006: 87) appoint this passage to the creation of totality (“all things” and “all”, respectively).

78 See the commentary on this passage in 1.1.

79 mnjw ony Hwj aw.t.=f jb=sn jry anx=sn (BM EA826, 11–12).

80 A measure of distance (Wb 1, 147.2–4).

81 BM EA826, 5–6.

82 BM EA826, 13–14.
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2.2 | Papyrus Leiden I 350 

 The demiurgic self-creation also occupies a 
prominent place in the hymnal collection of  
Leiden. To describe this cosmogonic reality, 
words linked to a manual and artisanal work, 
such as nbj, Hmw or od are instrumental: 

 Text 25:

nb nb.w nbj sw Ds=f.º

Lord of the lords, who fashioned himself by him-
selfº83 

 Text 26:

Hw.t-mH.t 40/Hmwº
Hmw sw nn rx oj.w.= f.º
jnw nfr(w) xpr.w m bs Dsrº
od sSm.w.=f omA sw Ds= f.º

Chapter 40º
(The one who) crafted himself, whose nature may 
not be knownº
Perfect of appearance, which came into existence in 
a sacred image
Who built his statues/images/likeness84 and creat-
ed himself (by himself)º85 

 Text 27:

nbj swH.t.=f Ds= f.º

The one who fashioned his egg himself.º86 

 It should be noted that while the first two ex-
cerpts denote a pure craft context, with a possible 

mention of the cultic statues when describing the 
god’s self-genesis, the third one seems to combine 
this artisanal work with a biological process: the 
hatching of the egg,87 sculpted by the god himself 
who is thus both Creator and creature.
 Contrary to the hymns of Suty and Hor, the-
ogony is attested in this text, with further speci-
fications to the creation of individual and groups 
of gods, like the Ogdoad or the “primordial 
gods” (pAwty.w): 

 Text 28:

Hw.t-mH.t 80/xmn(yw)º
xmn(ny.w) xprw.=k tpjº
r km=k nn jw.=k wa.tjº
sStA D.t.=k m-m wr.w/jAw(.w)º
jmn.n[=k] tw m Jmn m-HAt nTr.wº
jry.=k xpr.w.=k m TA-Tnnº
r sms pAwtj.w m pAw.t.=k tp.tº

Chapter 80º
The Ogdoad was your first manifestationº
So that you complete these things, being aloneº
Mysterious was your body among the great/old 
(gods) º 
(You) have hidden yourself as Amun at the head of 
the godsº88

(Then) you will make your coming into existence 
as Tatenenº
In order to bring to birth the primordial gods of 
your primordial timeº89  

 However, this excerpt lies somehow in be-
tween self-creation and theogony. Indeed, the  
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Ogdoad, that is, the ensemble of Eight primordial 
gods often misunderstood as being automatically 
linked to Hermopolis,90 are said to be the god’s 
first existence and not a separate entity. Moreover, 
the mention of the Demiurge as being “alone” 
suggests that the Eight Gods are merely a mani-
festation of the single Creator and not a group 
of divine individuals generated by his action that 
would exist separately from him. The same seems 
true for Tatenen, which is said to be another incar-
nation of the god, whose name is “concealed” as 
Amun. The one deity is thus described as a plural 
and multifolded one.91 Therefore, it may be pos-
ited that this passage is not referring to the crea-
tion of the gods but rather to the emergence of 
the Creator himself. Nevertheless, the mention to 
the “primordial gods” who are “brought to birth” 
by Tatenen seems to assert a theogonic process, 
where individual divine beings came into exist-
ence under the sphere of action of the complex 
and composite Demiurge. This conception seems 
to be resumed further on in the text:

 Text 29:

jw Dd=tw tA-tnn r.= f.º
Jmn pr m Nnw sSmw.=f Hr.wº
ky xpr.w.=f m xmnywº
[pAwty] wtT pAwty.w sms Raº
tm=f sw m tmw Ha wa Hna= f.º
ntf nb r Dr SAa wnn.tº

One says “Tatenen” to himº
Amun who came forth from the Nun to lead the 
faces [= people]º
Another of his existences is the Ogdoadº

[Primordial one] who begets the primordial gods 
who bring Ra to birthº
He completed himself with Atum,92 being one 
body with himº
His is the Lord of All, who inaugurated existenceº93 

 Here the deity, identified with Tatenen and 
Amun, is said to have come into existence via 
the form of the Ogdoad. Moreover, he is the  
Primordial who begets (wtT) the primordials 
who then bring Ra to birth. Once more, there 
seems to be a differentiation between the coming 
into existence of the Ogdoad, on the one hand  
—which here is said to be one of the god’s forms— 
and the primordial gods and Ra, on the other, 
who only arise in a second moment. Thus, where-
as the former may be envisaged in the demiurgic  
self-genesis framework, the latter seems to relate 
more to a theogonic moment in stricto sensu. Hav-
ing created himself but also other divine charac-
ters, the god is complete (tm), both in his name 
(Atum, (J.)tm(w)) and corporeal dimensions. His 
completion and achievement of the creation’s be-
ginning posit him as the “Lord of All” (nb r Dr).
 Regarding the theogonical process in this tex-
tual composition, one faces a textual excerpt, 
which possibly alludes to the creation of Shu and 
Tefnut through expectoration/spit: 

 Text 30:

jSS [...f ...]º
[...] Sw tfnw.t dmd m bAwº

The one who spews […] (?)º
[…] Shu and Tefnut united with his power94 

83 pLeiden I 350, II, 3. It is interesting to observe the phonetic and stylistic effect given by the repetition of the nb 
sound.

84 Wb 4, 291.6–16.

85 pLeiden I 350, II, 26. Notice the pun between the number 40 (Hmw) and the word Hmw, “to craft” (Wb 3, 83.5–84.8).

86 pLeiden I 350, IV,10.

87 On the importance of the egg in the Egyptian cosmogonical speculation see Goedicke 1991: 63–70.

88 The word is written simply with the A19, that covers a vast range of phonetic values, including wr (great) or jAw (old). 
While Barucq and Daumas (1980: 221) prefer the former, Foster (1995: 74) and Assmann (1999: 329) opt for the latter. 
Anyhow, the presence of the divine classifier G7 points into a deity-related adjective, regardless of the chosen translation.

89 pLeiden I 350, III, 22–24. Pun established between the number 80 (xmnyw) and the word for “the Eight/Ogdoad” (xmnw).

90 On this topic see, among others: Bickel 1994, 27–29; Zivie-Coche 2009, 167–224.

91 It should be mentioned that, from a textual sequence point of view, this passage comes right after the one where the 
Creator is identified with three core gods of the New Kingdom’s pantheon —Amun, Ra and Ptah— to which we have 
previously alluded (text 12).

92 Wordplay between the verb “to complete” (tm) and Atum’s name ((J)tm(w)). On the perception of Atum as “the complete 
one” and the resultant vocabulary and religious meanings see, among others: Popielska-Grzybowska 2013, 255–259.

93 pLeiden I 350, IV, 14–15.

94 pLeiden I 350, IV, 3–4.
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 The fragmentary nature of the passage prevents 
us from positing the presence of the biological 
metaphor through which the emergence of the 
first Heliopolitan divine couple is rendered since 
the Pyramid Texts.95 However, the phonetic al-
literation established between the verb “to spew” 
(.jSS) and Shu’s name (Sw) aligns with the lexical 
shaping of the text here considered.96 Simultane-
ously, the god is assigned to other biological pro-
cesses, namely, the setting of human reproduc-
tion itself, as previously mentioned (text 13).
 Thus, even if, contrary to the stela of Suty and 
Hor, the anthropogenic reality is not attested per 
se in this hymn, the process that allows human 
perpetuation is itself enabled by the Creator, 
who creates the required organs and inaugurates 
the biological copulation that allows the human 
existence. 
 The Leiden hymnological collection stresses 
above all the self-creation of the primordial dei-
ty while presenting a few references to the com-
ing into existence of the gods. However, it seems 
sparse in referring to Humanity and complete-
ly silent about the creation of other living be-
ings, such as animals and/or plants, and cos-
mic elements, except for time.97 Although much 
shorter in length, the Hymn to Ptah of the Great  
Harris Papyrus provides a broader array of crea-
tion’s outcomes.

 2.3 | Hymn to Ptah from the “Great Harris 
Papyrus” 

 Through his identification with Tatanen, Ptah 
is praised as the cosmic author inasmuch as he is 
described with attributes that range from ances-
try to venerability. Indeed, the hymn mentions 
both anthropogeny and theogony after having 
stated Ptah-Tatenen’s anteriority over the oth-
er beings, which only started to exist after the 
primordial deity’s accomplishment at the “First 
Time” (text 16).
 As this text serves as an introduction to the 
enumeration of the royal deeds towards the god, 
the different creative outcomes of the demiurgic 
task are very briefly inventoried, taking a list-re-
lated form. Therefore, it is in a somewhat suc-
cinct way that the hymn mentions, at its very be-
ginning, the creation of both humans and gods. 
It is worth noting that anthropogeny is men-
tioned before theogony and that the former is 
conveyed through an artisanal verb, od,98 where-
as the latter is rendered via a more generic term, 
jr.(.j). Hence, the cosmogonical sequence in this 
text seems to be autogenesis/anthropogeny/the-
ogony, an order that is as well attested in other 
New Kingdom religious hymns.99 The creation 
of these beings is accompanied by the emergence 
of the sky, which is said to be conceived in the 

god’s heart.100 It is interesting to notice that here 
Ptah-Tatenen is accredited with a creative device 
that would be further explored in the Late Peri-
od account of the so-called Memphite Theology, a 
text that details the way that god set the world 
into being through the utterance of the plan first 
designed in his heart.101 
 Besides the sky, the Demiurge is also responsi-
ble for the existence of the two other existential 
plans, that is, the earth and the netherworld:

 Text 31:

snn.t tA m jr.n=f Ds=f pXr sw m Nnw WAD-wr jr 
dwA.t sHtp XA.wt

(The one) who founded the earth with what he him-
self made [= being himself] and that surrounded it 
with/as the Nun and the Great Green/the flood of 
the Ocean. (The one) who has made the Duat and 
makes the corpses rest (there)102 

 In his identity as the “earth-that-arises”, the 
creation of the telluric element is simultaneous-
ly a reference to the coming into existence of 
Ptah-Tatenen himself, although the deity seems 
to have existed before the element. Ptah-Tatenen 
creates the land, which he himself is, surround-
ing it with waters. Regarding these, most schol-
ars tend to translate the expression Nnw WAD-
wr as above rendered, that is, stating that the  

Creator surrounded the land with two different 
kinds of waters: the Nun-ocean and the Great 
Green.103 Nevertheless, Grandet rejects this in-
terpretation, holding that these two words are 
to be understood as connected by a direct geni-
tive: “le flot de l’Océan”.104 In fact, despite being 
commonly translated as “the sea”, wAD-wr, which 
may indeed refer to actual seas, may as well be 
used in reference to the primeval Ocean that 
surrounds the world after its creation has been 
achieved.105 Thus, according to that scholar, 
Nwn should be here understood as the word for 
“flood” of the “Great Green”, which should be 
here interpreted as the primeval ocean. This train 
of thought goes down well with the cosmogon-
ical connotation of the hymn as a whole, which 
may lead us to support this second reading, even 
if, from a grammatical point of view, there is no 
reason to sustain one over the other. Regard-
less of these particular considerations, the ex-
cerpt connotes the Demiurge as the author of the 
sky, earth, waters, and netherworld, creating an 
all-ontological existence. The coming into exist-
ence of the distinct cosmic elements is thus here 
evoked, in a rather brief account that refers to the 
formula pt tA nwn dwAt, elsewhere attested in New 
Kingdom texts.106 The Creator is thus an all-en-
compassing deity who is not only responsible 

95 See, namely, PT 34 and PT 600. The same cosmogonical motif is attested in the Coffin Texts, for instance, in CT 77.

96 Some texts display a similar solution to refer to the creation of Tefnut, that is, the writing of a verb which phonetics 
(tfn) is integral to the deity’s name (tfn). In PT 600, for instance, one can read: jSS.n=km Sw tfn.(n)=km tfn.t, “You have 
spewed Shu and spat out Tefnut”.

97 The creation of time, or its regulation, seems to be alluded to at least twice in the text. In the first one, the solar voyage 
divides the time into its distinctive periodization and units: day/night, hours, months and years (pLeiden I, 350, II, 
16–17). The second instance refers to the Creator’s power to decide on an individual’s lifetime (pLeiden I 350, III, 17). 
The Creator is thus an entity who is able to operate and on both cosmic and individual temporal levels.

98 As noted by Grandet (1994, II, 163, note 657), the same verb is used to refer to the creation of Humanity in another 
section of the papyrus, which does not belong to the hymn: od rxy.t (pBM EA9999, 49,9).

99 For example in TT 84 (1), 1–2: rdj.t [.jA.w n Jmn-Ra-Jtm] kA [X.t psD.t aA.t] xpr Ds=f jmj swH.t od rmT.w T.s nTr.w, “To give 
[praises to Amun-Ra-Atum], the bull [of the Great Ennead], who comes into existence by himself, in the midst of 
the egg, who builds the human beings and ties [= makes] the gods” (Assmann 1983: 140).

100 For an introduction to the creation through the heart in the Egyptian complex religious system see, among others: 
Bilolo 1982: 7–14.

101 About this cosmogonical account see most recently El Hawary 2010.

102 pBM EA9999, 44, 5.

103 Barucq and Daumas 1980: 389 - “qui entoure (le monde) comme Noun et Très-Verte”; Foster 1995: 109 —“circled it 
about with Ocean and and the Great Green Sea”; Assmann 1999: 447 —“und sie um gibt als Urwasser und Grosses 
Grün”. As these translations illustrate, there are also different understandings of the use of the preposition m before 
the two nouns, which range from “with” to “as”. Should we accept the first, the Demiurge would make the land be 
enveloped by the waters; the second would identify the Demiurge himself with the waters that circle the terrestrial 
surface. A deliberate ambiguous rendering might have also been intended. 

104 Grandet 1994, I, 264; II, 164, n. 660.

105 Wb 1, 269.16; 18.

106 The formula is also found in its shortened version: pt tA dwAt. On this topic see Grandet 1994: II, 164, n. 659.
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for the emergence of the different elements and 
beings but also their maintenance and survival. 
He is truly a “Lord of Life” (text 17).
 The deity’s superintendence reaches out life 
and death, time and destiny. In a continuous 
zeal for his creatures, both human and divine, 
the Creator ensures their existence is assured 
through the products he himself generates in 
order to make them live, namely, air and food. 
In this regard, it is interesting to notice that 
Ptah-Tatenen is here identified with the Nun, the 
Great, that is, the primeval waters that contained 
in themselves all the required matter in order to 
set existence into being.107 As Grandet points 
out, it is also plausible that we are here faced 
with an allusion to the Nilotic annual flood, pre-
cisely the natural phenomenon that enabled 
the Egyptians’ survival, and that was regard-
ed as a reenactment of the initial inundation.108 
Simultaneously, the products that allow life to 
endure are said to be the product of the god’s 
mouth, a device that is explored in both bio-
logical and verbal creational processes. The lat-
ter is the one used by the same divine character,  
Ptah-Tatenen, in the above-mentioned Memphite  
Theology, a Late Period account where creation 
is the result of the god’s heartily conceived plan 
which is then uttered by his mouth. One can 
only wonder whether this fragment corresponds 
to an older suggestion of the demiurgic perfor-
mance through that method. 

Final Remarks

 The three hymns that constitute the object of 
the present paper pertain all to the New King-
dom, having been composed in different mo-
ments of this chronological period, as previous-
ly stated. Apart from their differences in extent 
(Leiden papyrus being the longest and the hymn 
to Ptah the shortest), it is important to note their 
distinct materiality and writing systems: where-
as the text of Suty and Hor is attested in a hier-
oglyphic stela, the two other hymnological com-
positions here considered come from hieratic 
papyri.109 Nevertheless, all of them display im-
portant features of the New Kingdom religion 
in its different phases, namely, the “New Solar 
Theology” and the “Ramesside theology”, allud-
ing to the cosmogonical moment, through a set 
of different motifs that constitute a rich phra-
seological repertoire. Through different de-
grees of expression and depth, they all empha-
size the Creator’s primordiality, something that is 
strengthened in the hymns of Suty and Hor and 
Leiden by recurrent mentions to the Creator’s 
oneness. Another common feature is the pater-
nal nature of the deity, to which the maternal one 
is associated clearly in the Leiden papyrus and 
perhaps in the stela of Suty and Hor as well. Fur-
thermore, the common assumption according 
to which the Creator deity is immediately con-
noted with a solar nature might be challenged in  

107 Sauneron and Yoyotte 1959: 22.

108 Grandet 1994: II, 163, n.163.

109 As to whether or not this has implications on their plausible functions and contexts of use is still up to debate. 
Moreover, the “literary” quality, as opposed to “funerary” and/or “liturgical”, of Egyptian hymns seems to be an 
unresolved issue within Egyptology. Whereas criteria such as “form”, “function”, “content”, “intentionality” and 
“reception” have been used to define “literature” in ancient Egypt, and consequently to frame the hymnal texts 
within this term, the risks and excesses of of a European/Western-based definition, based on criteria alien to the 
ancient Egyptians themselves have been pointed out. Ultimately, the distinction between “literary”, “funerary”, 
and/or “liturgical” might not have been perceived or even intended by the ancient scribes. For an overview of these 
and related issues see: Quirke 2004: 25–28 and Vernus 2010–2011: 19–145.

110 Sauneron and Yoyotte 1959: 40.

111 pLeiden I 350, II, 26–27; V, 24–25.

112 pLeiden I 350, IV, 15; V, 22–24.

113 pLeiden I 350, V, 2–3.

114 pLeiden I 350, IV, 5–10.

115 pLeiden I 350, IV, 24–25.

116 pLeiden I 350, V, 16–17.

117 For instance: BM EA 826, 3; 10 (texts 4 and 18); pLeiden I 350, II, 2; IV, 10–11 (text 27); IV, 26.

what concerns the hymn to Ptah, as previous-
ly discussed. As for the creation’s outcomes, it 
should be noted, first of all, the stressing on the 
Demiurge's self-genesis, clearly stated in the 
three texts. On the contrary, the mentions of an-
thropogeny and theogony in the first two texts 
are questionable, despite being undoubtedly 
present in the hymn to Ptah. Simultaneously, it 
is worth noticing the importance of the temporal 
creation/regulation and the apparent absence of 
allusions to the creation of animals and plants in 
all three compositions.
 One final word should be said about the cre-
ative procedures alluded to in these sources. 
In fact, they contain references to distinct cre-
ative procedures when referring to the “First 
Time” (sp tpy) that may be summarized in three 
axes -physical/biological emanation, verbal ut-
terance/plan, and manual/artisanal work110 —
which have been mentioned en passant in the dif-
ferent sections of this article. The first one seems 
to be absent both from the stela of Suty and Hor 
and the Hymn to Ptah but is suggested in Papy-
rus Leiden I 350 by means of an evocation to the 
egg or to the seed,111 as well as by the use of verbs 
such as wtT or msj112 or even to an allusion to the 
god’s masturbatory act.113 As for the second, 
it is lacking in the hymn of Suti and Hor, be-
ing portrayed in Papyrus Leiden I 350 through 
the imagery of the demiurgical cry that ceased 
the initial silence and originated life,114 but also 
through a mention to the god’s orders115 and the 

binomial perception (sjA)/creative word (Hw);116 
it is not clear whether the intervention of the 
mouth in the Hymn to Ptah (text 17) configures a 
hint of this creative procedure or not. Finally, the 
third one seems to be the most profusely attested 
in these sources, which display words connect-
ed to this conception, such as ptH (text 18), nbj,117  
Hmw (texts 4 and 26), and od (texts 16 and 26).
 As the consideration of the three sourc-
es has shown, we are not referring to a linear or 
straightforward reality but rather to a complex 
one, where overlapping and continuity are de-
veloped. A deity can be addressed and praised 
through different names, attributes and identi-
ties in the same hymn, performing different but 
perhaps simultaneous activities to achieve cre-
ation. The creation in the New Kingdom reli-
gious hymns is depicted in multiple narratives, 
where different agencies convey, requiring fur-
ther synchronic and diachronic analysis in order 
to achieve a more nuanced, accurate and broader 
picture of this matter, a fundamental one in the 
context of the New Kingdom religion as a whole.
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As serpentes vindas do Médio Oriente  
nos Textos das Pirâmides.  

Reflexão sobre as relações egípcias-orientais 
nos textos religiosos mais antigos

Joanna POPIELSKA-GRZYBOWSKA 

Monsters exists because they are part of the divine plan, and in the horrible 
features of those same monsters the power of the Creator is revealed. 

(U. Eco, 1983, The name of the rose, London: 37)

Os Textos das Pirâmides, criados na civilização do Antigo Egipto e contextualizados pela crença na vida para lá da 
morte, tinham como objectivo acompanhar a viagem do defunto para o Além, proteger e assegurar a satisfação das suas 
necessidades uma vez ali chegado. A particularidade dos Textos das Pirâmides reside no facto de terem sido compostos 
para ajudar o faraó a caminho do céu, e, como a verdadeira existência do rei no Além nunca poderia ser questionada ou 
ameaçada, estes textos mais antigos do mundo transmitem uma mensagem positiva, sendo manifesto o prazer e desejo pela 
vida. Esta atmosfera positiva é, contudo, invadida por menções a forças inimigas, ou perigos, que devem ser combatidos, e 
que no corpus do texto estão associados, por exemplo, às “fórmulas de serpentes”. A ênfase principal do artigo será dada 
à questão de como as “fórmulas de serpentes” e a sua linguagem demonstram as relações do faraó e do povo egípcio com 
os habitantes do Médio Oriente. 
Pretende-se, ainda, tendo por base os Textos das Pirâmides, apresentar as ideias em torno da presumível origem das 
“fórmulas de serpentes” e a sua relação com o criador Atum. Deste modo pode-se perceber a essência do mundo como a 
obra completa do criador. 
Portanto, serão examinados os argumentos contextuais, a linguagem das “fórmulas de serpentes” nos Textos das Pirâmides, 
nomeadamente, a gramática, o vocabulário, a fraseologia e os efeitos onomatopeicos, para elucidar o seu papel na revelação 
dos meios linguísticos de expressão usados. A metodologia do método de “visão linguística” é utilizada.

Serpents from the Middle East in the Pyramid Texts. Reflection on Egyptian-Oriental Relations in the Oldest Religious Texts 
The Pyramid Texts created in Ancient Egypt and contextualised by the belief in life beyond death, were intended to accompany 
the deceased in their journey to the Hereafter, to protect and ensure the realisation of their needs there. The oldest religious 
texts demonstrate positive aspects, delight and lust for life and, due to the fact that they were composed in order to assist the 
pharaoh on his way to the sky and the true existence of the king in the Beyond, could never be questioned or endangered. 
However, despite everything evoked here, there are attestations of inimical forces, or perils, which are to be fought off.
Emphasis will be placed on the question of how the “serpent spells” and use of language in them manifest the relationship of 
the pharaoh and the Egyptians with the inhabitants of the Near East.
The ideas of the presumed origin of the formulae and the link with the creator Atum in the texts under discussion is also 
presented. One can trace the quiddity of the world as a complete work of the ancient Egyptian creator.
Therefore, the author of the paper aims to scrutinise, with reference to contextual arguments, the language of the diagnostic 
“serpent spells” of the Pyramid Texts, namely the grammar, choice of vocabulary, phraseology, possible onomatopoeic effects, 
to elucidate linguistic means of expression used in the Pyramid Texts. The methodology of the linguistic worldview is used.

Palavras-chave: Fórmulas de serpentes, criação religiosa da realidade, língua do Oriente Médio, glossolalia.
Keywords: Serpent spells, religious reality creation, Middle Eastern language, glossolalia.
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en los enterramientos privados  

de las necrópolis tebanas  
durante el Reino Nuevo: evidencia gráfica 

de las diosas Renenutet y Meretseger
Marta ARRANZ CÁRCAMO

 

Durante el Reino Nuevo, la recurrencia gráfica a las diosas caracterizadas por la forma de serpiente fue un hecho patente 
en los programas iconográficos desarrollados en el interior de los espacios funerarios de la élite. 
A partir del estudio de su iconografía es posible acceder a la parcela de la religiosidad y pensamiento en las que estas 
entidades estuvieron presentes. Con el fin de conocer diversos aspectos con los que quedaron relacionadas, tales como 
el contexto pictórico, su naturaleza y significación o la vigencia de su existencia y veneración, se han analizado las distintas 
muestras iconográficas en las que estas divinidades fueron representadas. En este contexto, la iconografía analizada 
específicamente ha tratado las imágenes de las diosas Meretseger y Renenutet.

The Representation of Ophidian Deities in Private Burials in the Theban Necropolis during the New Kingdom: Graphic 
Evidence of the Goddesses Renenutet and Meretseger
During the New Kingdom, the graphic recurrence of the goddesses characterized by the snake form was a patent fact in the 
iconographic programs developed within the funeral spaces of the elite. 
From the study of its iconography, it is possible to access the areas of religiosity and thought in which these entities were 
present. With the aim of understanding various aspects related to them, such as the pictorial context, their nature and 
significance or the validity of their existence and veneration, the different iconographical samples in which these goddesses 
were represented have been analysed. In this context, the iconography specifically analysed has treated the images of the 
goddesses Meretseger and Renenutet.

Palabras clave: Iconografía, tumbas tebanas, diosas-cobra.
Keywords:  Iconography, Theban tombs, cobra-goddesses.
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1 Dodson e Ikram 2008: 77.

La tumba, entendida como un espacio sa-
grado para el transcurso de la eterni-

dad, albergaba todo un simbolismo y concep-
tualización mágica que facilitaba y garantizaba 
el destino del difunto1. Los programas pictóri-
cos albergados en su interior responden a un 
complejo entramado de concepciones con una 
simbología concreta y específica determinada 
por la época en la que se produjeron. Estas es-
tructuras simbólicas, que responden al resultado  

de la interpretación del medio por parte de la 
cultura egipcia, muestran una serie de concep-
ciones en las que las decoraciones gráficas que-
daron en relación con conceptos de protección 
y regeneración tras la muerte. 
 La decoración de la tumba quedaba definida 
por el propósito ritual con el que fue concebida, 
así como por la conceptualización conmemora-
tiva posterior que tendría lugar por parte de los 
vivos que acudirían al lugar, proporcionando 
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